DraftLogic Electrical V2.5
Automating Building Electrical System Design

Increase Electrical
Drawing Production by
10 Times or More

DraftLogic Electrical accelerates project completion by
automating most of the building electrical systems design phases,
eliminating thousands of mouse clicks and keystrokes for the user.
Since it takes seconds of the user’s time to generate schedules,
DraftLogic Electrical enables your electrical engineering firm to
broaden your deliverables by including all schedules, diagrams,
and reports on all jobs--even for interim deliveries. Your electrical
engineering firm can thus provide clients the highest level of
service regardless of job size, improving client retention and word
of mouth recommendations. DraftLogic Electrical flawlessly
performs your engineering calculations in the same manner and
without error, again and again. No human error percentage to trip
you up on your deliverables and detract from your firm’s
professional reputation.

The Only Building Electrical Systems
Engineering Expert System
DraftLogic Electrical is the only computer aided design
(CAD) software on the market today that was designed
specifically and solely for the use of building electrical
systems engineering firms. DraftLogic Electrical is also
the only CAD software designed from the ground up to
be a building electrical systems engineering expert
system. An expert system is computer software that
performs tasks that would otherwise have to be
performed by a human expert.

DraftLogic will empower your
firm to finish projects faster and
more accurately at the same
time as providing more value to
your clients.

DraftLogic Electrical is built on top of AutoCAD and
creates an absolutely standard DWG drawing file--just
like your current version of AutoCAD. Once you are done
with DraftLogic Electrical’s tools you can manipulate the
DWG just as before.
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Here Are Just Some of the Ways DraftLogic Electrical Will Help You:
Helps you produce higher quality deliverables by validating much of the user’s work on an ongoing basis
(to prevent many kinds of errors from being made) and by running quality assurance routines.
Empowers your design staff to be more productive and spend more time on higher value-add activities
resulting in happier staff, more clients served, and higher client satisfaction.
Last minute changes dealt with easily, painlessly and quickly--just make the revisions needed then rerun
the automated circuiting, branch circuit wiring, and repor ting. It only takes a shor t time and all the
circuiting is updated, load calculations are revised, and the single line and other reports are updated.

Drafter drops receptacle a few feet away from intended position.

Need preliminary lighting plans fast? DraftLogic Electrical includes a ceiling grid creation tool to help you
deliver a project with suggested ceiling grids and lighting layouts along with fixture cuts in a fraction of
the time previously required.
High tolerance device placement accelerates manual placement. With wall mounted devices, for
example, you can click even several feet away and DraftLogic will snap to the wall and rotate to the wall’s
angle precisely every time. With DraftLogic Electrical’s assistance, even your manual work will go much
quicker than with your current tools.
Drawing compare tool with auto-cloud function allows the designer to easily and quickly compare two
drawing files and easily see the changed areas highlighted in color.
Luminaire, project and room settings databases come with all expert system data you need for common
project types. User-friendly forms make it easy to add to or modify the expert system data so that
DraftLogic Electrical finishes your projects your way. DraftLogic Electrical becomes smarter and more
effective each time you use it. Think of it as a designer that never retires. Your organization’s knowledge is
stored and built on as long as you continue to use DraftLogic Electrical.

DraftLogic Electrical finds the nearest wall point, snaps receptacle
to it, rotates receptacle to wall angle, and loads drafter up with
another receptacle to drop…all in a fraction of a second!

Expert System Automation Works For You in all Phases of the Project
The benefits of DraftLogic Electrical’s expert systems automation are many:
• Accelerates project completion by saving the user hundreds to thousands of: clicks to place objects,
keystrokes to populate attributes, and repetitive low value decisions.
• Increases electrical systems layout accuracy by executing repetitive engineering calculations without
error, including:
* automated placement of luminaire and power building systems,
* automated circuiting of the luminaire, motor, and power building systems,
* automated drawing of branch circuit wiring including wire ticks, wire+conduit size determination,
and multi-circuit home runs
• Being able to create and update the ﬁfteen schedules & ﬂoorplan plots you need for your project
deliverables in seconds each means that you will be able to send your clients complete documentation
packages as often as you wish, increasing your client’s satisfaction and perception of the value of your
services.
• Flawless calculation of values and transcription of data from the ﬂoorplan to the schedules means
deliveries free of annoying little errors, ensuring your clients see your firm as the professionals you truly
are.
DraftLogic Electrical does much more for you than what is listed here, please contact us or visit our
website at www.draftlogic.com to learn more!

Contact Us
For more information, please contact our President, Gerry Stebnicki, at 403-270-1498 or email
gstebnicki@draftlogic.com or our Chief Operating Oﬃcer, Dean Whitford, at 780-906-2888 or email at
dwhitford@draftlogic.com. You can also write us at #102, 9333-47 St. NW, Edmonton, AB, T6B 2R7.
Generate Panel Schedules Completely Automatically In Seconds

